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Against the masses:   
Experimental evidence for non-uniform noun semantics in a classifier language 

  
Traditionally, nouns in classifier-languages (CLs) have been argued to have uniform unindividuated semantics 
[1,2]. Even scholars who recognize the non-uniform semantics of CL nouns assume that   
in CLs, the linguistic count-mass distinction merely aligns with the cognitive object-substance distinction [3,4, 
cf. 5]. Our study presents acceptability data from Tashkent Uzbek (TU), an obligatory CL, demonstrating that 
the distribution of TU modifiers is determined by the count-mass semantics of the modified noun. 
Furthermore, our findings affirm the existence of an additional, non-canonical nominal class: object-mass 
nouns. Such nouns are morphosyntactically mass, but unlike canonical mass nouns, they refer to individuals 
[6]. Thus, object-mass nouns represent a dissociation between the linguistic count-mass distinction and the 
cognitive object-substance distinction. Under the view that in CLs, the linguistic distinction fully aligns with 
the cognitive distinction, such non-canonical nouns are predicted to be entirely absent in CLs such as TU.   
The experiment was conducted online. Manipulated variables included three DP-types (count, substance-
mass, object-mass) and two modifier-types (morphosyntactic-countability modifiers; notional-individuation 
modifiers). 40 TU speakers provided acceptability-judgments on a 4-point scale.  
Acceptability ratings of count NPs were near-ceiling with both modifier-types; forsubstance-mass NPs, both 
modifier-types received low ratings. This is unexpected if TU nouns had uniform semantics. Hence, the 
observed response-pattern indicates that TU has two distinct nominal categories. Of particular interest is the 
sharp discrepancy attested for object-mass NPs: with individuation-probing modifiers, acceptability ratings 
are essentially identical to those of count NPs; conversely, when modified by countability-probing modifiers, 
object-mass NPs pattern with substance-mass NPs. Such a discrepancy demonstrates that the count-mass 
distinction in TU – just like in English – transcends the cognitive object-substance distinction. Hence, our 
findings pose a serious challenge for the prevailing typology of noun semantics, which assumes a 
fundamental distinction between number-marking languages such as English and CLs like TU. 
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